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How influential were technological innovations on the
spatial layout of ancient Roman and medieval cities?
(All page references are from Chant & Goodman, 1999, unless otherwise
stated)
This question is very wide reaching, referring to a historical span of one and
half millennia and covering a huge geographical area. This essay will examine
the issues in broad terms. After identifying some general features of Roman
and medieval European and Arabic spatial layouts, it will consider the impact
of technological innovation, in terms of general themes - military technology,
building materials, transport, building techniques.
The stereotypical Roman city was spacious although enclosed by walls, with a
partially planned layout reflecting a grid system. Main streets and roads were
well paved and wide. The most distinctive features of the cities were
monumental public areas or edifices (for water supply, entertainment,
commerce, government.) The less wealthy lived in more chaotically laid out
areas characterised by relatively high-rise apartment buildings (insulae).
In contrast, the medieval city was typically a “densely congested network of
narrow winding streets, lined with high house fronts, a pattern relieved only
occasionally by open squares and marketplaces.” (Friedrichs, in Chant, p147)
It was enclosed by a heavily fortified wall, with guarded gates and defended
towers. Dominant non-military public buildings were usually religious. The
stereotypical Arabic medieval cities exhibited a distinctively labyrinthine
layout.
Military technology was a dominant force in shaping cities in both Roman and
medieval periods. A Roman military innovation was the organization of the
army into an institution that served as a mobile building force. The army
needed defensive fortification and a street pattern that would allowing swift
troop movement but impede invaders. When soldiers settled in colonized
territories they used their surveying and construction skills to build towns. For
example, army surveyors laid out Tigris, North Africa, on military camp lines
(p88).
Medieval cities were even more dominated by military needs. Castles, gates
and fortified city walls are the notable secular medieval buildings.
Fortifications altered to address innovations in tactics, weapons and siege
techniques. The form of walls and castles was shaped directly by military
technology. Stone city walls limited outward urban expansion, hence the
tendency for buildings to be closely crowded together and to be built high.
The Roman invention of pozzolana concrete, in combination with brick and
mortar, let the Romans build quickly in stages and create new forms.
Concrete was combined with other materials to build the Aurelianic walls, in
place of the weak tufa used in earlier fortifications. These walls were strong
and thick enough to withstand current siege weapons and carry a long vaulted
gallery. Strong walls protecting expanded urban territory could be constructed
more easily than in stone, so Roman cities were not as spatially constrained
as ancient Greek and medieval cities.
Concrete and brick were combined in the construction of insulae, which
housed much of Rome’s population. Where land was in short supply,
concrete’s properties allowed high (up to 5 storey) buildings to be built quickly
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and economically, helping to sustain the Roman population expansion. It also
allowed the building of monuments and structures, such as the Pantheon and
the Flavian Amphitheatre, which shaped the visible landscape. Pozzolana
concrete's ability to set under water, combined with the innovative Roman
arch design, allowed the building of bridges, aqueducts and viaducts which
allowed Roman cities to span water courses and enabled population growth
by providing amenities.
European medieval building relied largely on natural materials – wood and
stone, from their hinterlands.. In the Arabic world, brick construction was more
common. Lime-mortar and wall reinforcement through the use of sandstone
columns allowed Islamic cities to expand when mud-bricks did not allow
buildings above a single storey (p137). These materials allowed the
construction of complexes of up to six-storey buildings grouped round a
courtyard, which shaped the structure of the seventh century Egyptian capital,
Fustad.
In both Islamic and Christian medieval cities, large religious buildings became
the main focus of public life. The manufacture and use of scientific
instruments was crucial to the siting of mosques, allowing their orientation
towards Mecca (p134). In medieval Europe, mathematical and engineering
developments allowed the construction of Cathedrals on an unprecedented
scale, involving forms based on the Roman Basilica but adapted to hold larger
numbers. The European medieval Cathedral put new building design
technologies to work. For example, the flying buttress allowed stresses to be
transferred away from the walls of a building. Together with technologies such
as the pointed arch, this allowed the construction of very tall cathedrals that
dominated the visible space of medieval towns.
The Romans solved the problems of access to fresh water and sewage
removal through a combination of pre-existing (largely Greek and Etruscan)
technologies and their own techniques and materials and water distribution
systems helped shape Rome. Although Roman systems fell into disuse in
most of medieval Europe, water supply was crucial in the Arabic cities, most
of which were situated in arid regions and depended on complex canal
networks. Islamic engineers developed hydraulic technology (including water
wheels, aqueducts and large dams) often relying on Roman techniques,
customised to meet current needs. For example, huge water wheels irrigated
crops in the urban hinterland, helping to sustain large urban populations;
public baths were developed in ways that made best use of limited water.
Where there were urban tenements, Arabic engineers developed a complex
sanitation system involving flues on each floor that carried waste through
underfloor channels to cess-pits (p137). Although inferior to Roman solutions,
this system permitted a city form with high dwellings.
The use of animals for transport, agriculture and construction was a medieval
innovation that took different forms in Europe and the Arabic world. Bulliet
saw the “chaotic” layout of the Arabic medieval cities as resulting from the use
of camels. Unlike wheeled vehicles, camel transport did not need wide
streets. This allowed human, rather than transport, needs to determine city
layouts. A camel’s carrying capacity also limited the use of stone and
fostered brick-based architecture (Bulliet, discussed in p131-133). There are
problems with this argument, including its technological determinism and the
fact that it cannot explain the relatively chaotic growth of non-Islamic cities
where wheeled transport was used. (In any case, the view of Arabic city
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layouts as chaotic has been challenged by evidence of planned layouts in Iraq
and the Lebanon (p132)).
In medieval Europe, the horse replaced the ox in transport and agriculture.
The impact was less marked in shaping the city layout, although European
cities needed some streets wide enough to accommodate wheeled vehicles.
Horses contributed to a “revolution” in agriculture that provided a surplus
allowing urban living (White, in Chant, pp99-103). Referring to a specific
project in Renaissance Rome, Fontana saw the use of horses as the only
innovation in building technology since ancient times (Fontana, in Chant,
pp182-83).
In conclusion, several factors, including technological innovation, influenced
the spatial layouts of Roman and medieval cities. Each of these technological
innovations must be considered in the social context in which they were
created and to which they contributed. The very formal layout of Roman
cities, for example, came about at a time of very strong central government
and strong military dominance. The need to move troops, messengers and
goods was important to the city designers and mechanisms existed by which
the power structure could impose these needs on city layout. Roman culture
imposed a degree of universality of philosophy, language, government forms
and city design throughout the empire. Public space was valued and
construction of public works (such as roads or aqueducts) and buildings for
use or entertainment (such as the Flavian Amphitheatre) brought prestige to
the ruler.
In contrast, medieval cities evolved at a time of constant social upheaval, with
weak central states. The commanding secular structures were dominated by
the needs of defence. Religious structures became the foci of social life and
came to form dominating structures in the layout of cities, forming the focal
points of urban centres, and visibly dominating the city layouts.
These structures expressed the values of feudal medieval cities and cannot
be explained only in terms of the technologies that created them, although the
social relations of medieval life shaped and were dynamically shaped by the
available technologies.
City size was also controlled by this combination of influences although here
technology seems largely determinant. The need for access to fresh water
and sanitation limited the distance a city could expand away from a river. As
better methods of moving clean water and sewage were developed, cities
could increase in size – something the Romans truly mastered, through the
innovative use of materials, engineering and construction skills and forms of
labour organisation.
Among several valid non-technological explanations for the different layouts of
classical and medieval cities (values, class relations, some writers have
focussed on the weakness of state structures and increasing evaluation of the
private sphere in medieval societies, expressed in Islamic legal codes
(Kennedy, in Chant, p97) and in an increase in European property holders’
rights (Freidrichs, in Chant, p146). Where individual needs could override city
plans chaotic use of space was more likely.
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